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From stylish storage solutions to simple decluttering
ideas, read the latest advice and tips on how to keep
your living space organised with Maison Interior’s
Zoe Hubbard.
Decluttering needn’t be a mammoth task.
Here’s a few easy ideas to get you started…

Entrance Hall

Living Room

Home Office

Dining Room

Your entrance hall is the first (and last)
part of your home that guests will see,
so make sure this area is welcoming and
functional. An elegant console table
not only provides space for a display to
brighten up your hallway, but works as
storage too. Keep a tray or basket for
keys and wallets - ready to grab on your
way out of the door.

If you work from home or share a study
with cramming teenagers, shelving is
the key to a smart space that makes
working simple and more manageable.
Pen pots, filing trays and notebooks in
attractive designs make organising a
breeze! While a bright colour or pattern
will transform a sensible desk lamp into
a chic accessory.

Practical, lifestyle-friendly furniture is
essential for your living space, so ensure
individual pieces work within both the
colour scheme and size of your room.
Keep surfaces uncluttered, but don’t
be afraid to display your favourite
ornaments and those special family
photos. Just make it a rule to keep
coffee tables clear.

Frame this space with functional,
attractive storage. If your sideboard is
bursting at the seams, but you’re too
embarrassed to display your mismatch
crockery on a dresser, the simple
solution is to choose one with plenty of
cabinets and drawers. That way you can
showcase your best pieces, while hiding
your less show-worthy items away.

Kitchen

Stand back and look at how each space
might best be used. Declutter an openshelving mess with a tidy grid of woven
boxes, hang mugs from hooks, or go
vertical with high-level storage and a
ladder. Don’t forget to reclaim your space
with streamlined worktops and statement
storage jars for stress-free cooking.

Bedroom

Rest easy in a bedroom designed for
relaxed slumber. Swap stacks of untidy
books on the bedside table for fresh
flowers and keep cushions and extra
blankets stowed in attractive baskets
stacked at the foot of the bed. Fitted
wardrobes maximise space and can
include bespoke solutions for shirts,
shoes, bags etc. or opt instead for a bed
with built-in storage.
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Bathroom

Make busy mornings easier and evening
soaks more zen-like with an efficient
bathroom layout. Add a set of wall
hooks for towels and bathrobes, or to
hold clothing and accessories while you
get ready for the day. A vanity unit will
give you space to store toiletries and
cleaning supplies, leaving shelves free
for plants, relaxing candles and those
indulgent spa products.
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